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,·-·ABSTRACT . I i 
. ', 
-. •. ~ .• ~ .... . r· - .. ;;,~,.\· 
The solid waste disposal problem of the nation has .·, i 
·-·- .• 1!· : . , ,l 
. 
~~-_.,,ecome · a matter o.f ipcreasing concern to al-1 of its citizens.· -
The increasing cost~ of dollection and disposal du~ to our 
r·· 
exploding population .and aesthetic and hygienic requirements 
now demanded are undergoing rigorous scrutiny • 
. 
This thesis presents in the f~rrn of an algorithm, a 
method for .calculating, the ·costs relating to the collection 
function of any present and/or proposed solid waste manage-
ment systems. The algorithm define~ a fexib.le, step-by-step·· 
system for analyzing costs so that it can be readily used 
·by the staff of a muncipality. 
. .J 
The algorithm as herein defined has been applied in 
~-
20 different community situations of population variation 
of from 500 to 11,000 people. The algorithm h~s proven 
to give cost estimate resu 1 ts within p 1 us or minus 15 %· in 
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. BACKGROUND . OP · ·1•m: PROBr ,EH 
-To the o·riginal_ plagues ot m~rikind, symbolized b7 . 
---
the Four Horseman or the ApocalypseJ War,· Famine, 
~ Pestilence and Death~ we can now add a fifth one -
Pollution. Pollution ot our air, water and land -
I/ 
pollution that is caused by man•s disregard oi' his en-
viromnent and is now poisoning his environment. 
Until man devised all of our modern conveniences 
and concentrated his living in perm.anent stru@tures, 
Mother Nature was able to dilute most pollution to a level 
below the hazardous stage. Nature has now become a victim 
ot ma.nos devices, so that pollution is having significant 
adverse effects on man's supporting environmento Man has 
·now come to :the abrupt re~lization that it he is to reduce 
the a.mount of pollutio~ in the air, water, and land, he 
must begin consel'Ving his rapidly diminishing resources and 









·~· . _._~ .... ~------;---~_,._..._._...._._.-
Pollution is attributable to many prc,cessesJamong 
those ot primary importance 1s that of disposing ot waste 
products, ranging from wastes of the hluna.n life process 
I to the unwanted remains or advancing technology and civili-
zation. K·-.an through the ceJ;Lturies has developed systems 
\ 
--- --· t 
.. ,to-r ~ -disposing- of. human· :.wastes 1: · w'ith .. --some---measure·· o t ; pr.0-1~-. ---.... -·--· .... · · 
ticiency0 but the ··problem of deal.ing with solid wastes, 
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a dileDDDa. Up to ·the time that men formed cohesive units-
-- and settled in cities with permanent structures, his- answer 
to solid waste disposal was of no concern because ot )us 
ability to "walk away" and create--another new sol_id -waste 
disposal area for archaeologists to ponder over in ye~lJ-
, -
to come. 
T}u'ough man's living in a concentrated fashion, the 
problem of solid waste has been magnified proportionately, 
--- -
with~e typical solution having been that of the so-called 
''City Dwnp" on the edge of the urban center where unsight-
I ' <lo, ...I) 
liness. and burnj.ng were least objectionable. As man grew · 
out from these urban c·enters he overran such ~~,dumps"; 
-
therepy requiring the development of other, more acceptable 
methods of solid waste disposal, such as the sanitary land .. 
fill. However, these methods have not met with completm 
, 
scientific success or with wholehearted public acceptance. 
Here in the United States, a country of great material 
,. 
wealth, solid waste disposal has always been of some con-
---cern. The problem has no1-1 reached the stat-us ef pri-me - · 
importance, with the need for disposing of over 800 million 
1,, 
pounds or 'Urban solid lt1astes and ~told millions of pounds 
ot agr1·cu1tural and ind'Ustrial solid wastes everyday. (1) In 
\ 11 Mix, Sheldon'.c---i., 11 Solid ,Wastes: Every Day1 Another tsoo 
Mill;~n Po~ds", TQdays Health, American Medical Asso-
-----···-----~'·"'-· ---·------;-:·-----,-.. --.. ·~ c i·at ion, March•----. _1 966 · C> \ • • ·~- , / · • -- - · - -- -------~·--···· ~ 
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an article entitled t1Wh.ere Will 1'1e Put,.,All Th.at Garbage",. 
Fortune, October 1967, the lead statement relates: n1r1aste 
. "-"'~-· -~~---- M anagement is _suddenly a first;=order problem and Nature 
has bucked it back to mankind. n Many articles in such 
magazines as Civil Engineer, The American City, Business 
Week, Nev,1S we·ek, Engineering News Record and such ne1-Js-
papers as the New York Times and the Philadelphia Inquirer. ... ·~ ---
carry articles regularly about the problem and progress 
towards its solution. They all indicate that the nation 
is beginning to face up to its sizeable problem in the field 
or waste disposal not only from where to put it but from 
the possible pollution ef~ects after it has been put there. 
-· 
With the President's signature on October 20, 1965, 
f~"'l 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965 created a federal 
p~ogram dire.cted toward solutions of the solid waste dis-
-posal problem. This has stimulated officials and community 
leaders to 1~ealize that solid waste disposal· not only goes 
band~in=hS:nd with ·Ghis civilization an( its ·'tµ"ban centers, 
· but will -increase in quantity as . technology continues-. to 
· 1'10Ve torward. 
Since 1965 many research. projects and studies have been· 
. ·' 
. 
initiated to investigate new methods for solving the many 
··. ·and varied solid waste disposal prob_lems. One such experi-
ment ~s .. being tried by the City ot Philadelphia •. They have 
''•-
. . . 
. 
~ - I ., ~ 
!'~· .. -, ' -
.. ---~~-~----.~~~----~·been att.eml)t!ng·· to solve their solid waste dilemma: through ...... -,-~11~-~--·-·-·--~·~-
-
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-, ·:ae use ot "trash trt.J,ins '' that will transport Philad~lphia 
solid waste from th~ c_ity to strip mines in northeastern 
" () . 
Pennsylvania. Another, the Oity of New York, is commencing 
. . " 
to build,a new $110 million dollar incinerator to allevia1B-- · 
its ~olid wast.a.,., disposal .problems; 
_ · Iru~1addition to ·me hygenic and aesthetic problems 
associated ilith the disposal of solid 'ilaste, there is a 
-· 
significant· financial problem. rrhe demands made upon the 
typical municipal budget are enormous. and the -e.Jg>enditures 
for better schools, greater police protection and increased 
welfare benefits are supported by well organi§ed and vocal 
. ..: !) 
pressure groups. The New York and Memphis Citys' Sanitation 
Emplo:,ees•_ strike, however, has demonstrated that waste 
disposal is also of compelling importance to a municipali~ 
ties ~.relfare. It 11as also demonstrated that money is an 
inherent .p-art of such ·problems. 
With this in mind, the problem facing most municipali-
ties is the development of proper costs for the sanitation 
department budget. vJhen requesting bids for collection 
,, . 
. - '·~· . ., . .,,. - ... ,-,,., ., -, 
,.., .. - . 
,... ,.. . 
-~- ----~~--
.,.~-~-- --s&rvices or develop!ng -a- sanitation,,- department ·budg·et, 
municipal officials need a guideline to follow. The form 
of guideline used has been an QVerage cost per capita per 
' 
0 
- ·- -- - . - ·- - - ·- - . -·-- --· - . 
-. 
'· r . day as obtained from .o ther ·municipalities· in the area; . __ · •· - --·· - ... . 
' 
Most of these· guideline estimates ot thf). collection., · , .
.. ,_, .... ,. "'·~·----~,~~:..-;-~_..:_; _____ o_:·088~·:pel' oapi,ta peP .day: Aa•e -~ome from past. municipal·- ···-~·-·r--~-f·~--~---~-~~-,·:~--~~---.·~·' .. 
---- . . . - ' . . . ... . . -· 
, .. , 
•. 
. .:• 
:., . : .~ 
,' . -· 
I ·• 
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· ·budg~ts. T.b.ey ar~ obtained by dividing the collection 
. 
. ' - -~ ... , .. ' -- -~--~--,- _,. - --· ~ +-----~ ..... ,....,. - -- . . 
"· . . •, 
I . • .. . . 
..... . 
\, . 
' ''•,., ··. ' . ,, ' 
· budget by the estimated contributing population. o·f the 
:- . · .collection areao These are at ~est_ gross figures. They 
· are peculiar- to the communities from To!hich they come -and. 
are not applicable to·any other municipality. 
1n·articles used as reference material (see bibliog-
. 
raphy), gross costs used are either a "national" average, 
.. or the costs derived by taking the total cost per year 
from the s anitation department budget· (usually in a large 
., 
-
city), and then dividing this by the cities' population. 
In assembling municipal figures for collection and disposal 
costs, a considerable range was discovered, with the 
collection figures varying from 1.50 up to 50.00 dollars _(1) 
per person per year with ana verage ot about $24.00. 
The variation in thevJfSte collection cost to a large 
extent st.ems from the lack of uniform de.fini tions for the 
.-
terminology used.. For instance,· the amount of waste per 
• 
.. person per day may include that waste which occurs at work, 
play, school .and business as well as. that generated in the 
house. 
- I 
' - ... -- -- ,·1 • - --
The municipalities who do repo~t soli~ waste figures 
-add. to the contusion through the lack of adequate measuring 
_c~- -. .---- ···- - · ·· · ·devices- and def'ini tions or solid ~ras te. The 1ack ot 
. 
._ ' . 
-
' 
... . .. . -
(1) Costs developed from Federal Solid Waste Inventory Forms. 
, ' 
t • • 
. 
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unitormity in reporting makes dif'ticult· the norm.al approach 
.. 
of the investigation; that is, there is no ·11 data bank"• 
One obtail\.__~~~ comparative·tigures for collection 
and disposal of solid wastes by cubic yard or ton, handled 
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-DEFINING ·THE AREA OF CONCERN , I . --- -- ·---· . ·---~' .... -- • .!-, 
. ' 
The sudden interes~t generated in the_ field of solid 
·; -
-
· waste,· because of the ~olid vJaste Disposal Act ot 196$ 9 is 
responsible for a general re-evaluation of all facets of 
-
the solid waste r~tusefield including collection, disposal 
··-
and ways of calculating presant and projected quantities 
of retuseo Regional planners and engineers are now finding 
that t,hey must come to grips with the problem when making 
land use(and population projections, and solid w!ste dis-
posal facility plans for expanding areas. This has been 
avoided in the past as there has been no real need to worry 
about the .collection and disposal because convenient 
facilities w~re usually ayailable. As a result, relatively 
little work has been done in the field.of developing a 
. 
scientific -approach to the solid waste collection and 
disposal business. . , .... .... -.. 
Most solid waste collection arid disposal,businesses 
0, • 
have been conducted by private entrepreneurs who have run 
. \ . . . 
;'~------~---- -----~ -----loose operations and hav~ kept very .fet"1 records. Customers 
. _ -~----------- __ Jf~re usually solici-ted on a catch-$.a_-catch can basis ofte,n 
. . 
with little regard tor e.tticiency. Many instances can be 
·cited and still. exist ti'here a series ot contracto:rs service 
. . - .. --· . 
· a single block, iall collecting at different tiro.eso Cases \ 
. are numerous of ~~sed c~llections and ab~doned · route s 
. 
. ' ' 
, • ol'k\o;.:..-_..; • ._ I • 
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. · .with the· demand tor more d ependable collection and 
-
-· disposal services from the urban dweller, many communities ,.. __ -_--_· ~ 
a&ve developed solid waste collection and disposal systems 
-· 
"either as a municipal operation or b7 contract with a 
__ private agency. Many of the municipalities that have 
alread7 ventured in~o the field are having difficulty in 
----developing reglistic budgets, --,·because ot the difficulty 
·ot transforming the number or households aerved into such 
quantities as; \a) the number of trucks, (b) men and routes ~ 
needed, (e}_ the size of landfill required, (d) the quantity 
.,!-• 
ot solid waste materials th~t could or should be disposed -~ 
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' The first invest~gation made for this the·sis was 
· detern1ining wh~t ba~;i.c research has been undertaken that · . • 
is relevant to the estimation of collection costs. Various --
sources or material -v1ere __ reviewed and experts in the fie.ld 
were consulted. The results .. or this investigation shgwed 
that a limited amount of work has been done, and that some---:~. 
c~de figures were available, computed on community aver-
ageso Direct measurements of individual household solid 
waste refuse output have not been· documented. The best 
estimates now available are based on averages tor a retuse ·. 
truck route. It was very surprising that a majority of 
. 
commu.11.ities studied do not have reliable information about 
the weight and volume of solid waste that they handle. 
Where information is purported to be available,··· satisfac-
tory cost breakdowns by collection area_or pickup.classifi-
cation have not been made • 
• -;I·' ' .,...,,.. .. 
Some tai~y good intor111ation i.s available about over-
--· ;.'.: 
·--·· -----·- all ~eight or· gross volume of solid waste refuse collected.· ___ .. __ _ 




----- .... -·-·---····-- ~~--- ·~ -trial sources. An -estimate of costs can be obtained .from 
.·, - -- . -
- -- - - - - -·-- --- -·---- . 
.. 
-· . these municipal ·budget_s. 





.... Firmly establ.isl1.ed now, in everyone's thinking, ~s-
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the fact that in order to plan for a more orderly societ7 
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· _ to meet·. the challenge of tomorrow, consideration will haVe 
. to be given to the elimination of material output wastes, 
as well as the satisfying· of material needs • 
.. --·· .. - . 
'"·· 
_ Recognizing the importance that must be placed on 
the problem., this thesis is designed to augment the tools 
available to planners and engineers who deal with the 
sqlid waste disposal problem. Its focal Point is the 
· development ot one such needed tool, an algorithm concerned 
- d . 
with estimating the costs ot collection ot solid waste 
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The p'l-1.rpose of this thesis is to generate an algori tbm 
. . 
· - ·- · - - ·vhich·--will enable ___ a __ coDmluni ty __ planner or engineer to eval-
·- . 
------ ···-
ua tea communities present and/or proposed solid waste 
collecti.on method and cost ~nan objective, consistant 
manner. This purpose can be expressed in t·erms of two 
specific objectives .• 
1~ To develop and test·an algorithm that can be used as a 
prediction equation for determing ihe- "best cost" ot 
-
_a local collection procedure. 
2. To .further develop, refine and test such an algorithm 
tor use as a tool in the appraisal or local collection 
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, .. .,, STATEMENT OF PROBLEM , 
. -There are two basic considerations in solid waste 
- . 
. ._. -
collec-tion and disposal systems tor an individual community. 
-
- -- ----- ------ -
-





from a public relations point of view, is that of the 
location of <U.sposal sites. Satisfactory disposal sites 
.are frequently identified by a complicated procedure in-
,. 
volving te_chnical examinatio7:1 ot soils, an analysis o:f the 
sites convenience, availability· of land, its cost, the 
tradeofts necessary·to locate the political climate_and· 
" many other interrelated items too IlUluerous to mentio:tl he.L~~~ 
Th~ seco11d consideration is that of the da7-to-da7 
operation, of which collection costs J/epresent a national 
average or 6o-8S~ <1 ) of the total costs for solid waste 
. 
. 
~:nagement. This thesis will be directed-at·the calcula-
tion of this cost, which is or paramount importance. The 
l remaining cost, that of lisposal, will not be considered 
- ·, ' 
_at this time. 





- -~· ·--~----tO-'--be described is to permit the estimation of the collee--
tion cost for an individual community • 
',• 
. (1) Page 3, Proceedings NATIONAL CONFERENCE OlI SOLID WAS~ 
· 
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.' ' ' .\ 
. ; ' ' ·' i, 
L •....•. ...i .. This algorithm can be use~ by individu~l coxmmmities: .... 
,,-~ 
1. To plan for new facilities and in making management 
. 
-·--- decisions since it permits the evaluation of the cost 
·- ~- . -- ·- - . 
----- ... - ---~-----·--
___ (J!,,lT'!Z 
. 
.. - -------·· - - -
'· " 
. • ... 
o~ alternat1ve collection methods. ,., 
2. To enable a community to· evaluate its--prese·nt solid 
waste collection n1ethod costs against a definea "best 
.. 
_- . cost" e;enerated from the algorithm. 
The experimental prodecure to be qescribed in the 
next section will involve the testing of real world systems 
against the algorithm by the substitution of data obtained 
from the local- connnuni ties·' solid 11aste programs as 
expressed in their annuai budgets. 
• 
. .. ---···- . --· ·-- .-- ~. -· - ·- . ---
·I~,f)re have beens everal attempts made to develop 
_collection costs, most -related to a cost per capita or 
· per ton o_f refuse collected. Among the formula are those 
developed in the study, "An Analysis of Ret'use Collection 
' ... 
. ·and Sanitai~y Landfill Disposal:, University of .Califo~i~L~ 
" Technical.Bulletin No. 8, Series 37, December 1952. This 
-<( 
... (.\' 
,;·· study present_s a detai_led method as it pertains to refuse 
collection systems in aan-minutes per ton, dolla~s per ton 
and several noxq9graphs useful in the design of a refuse 
. -- . - - - - ... · 
' 
·'{'' •' • ,.., ":t- . 1:. 
' 
collection systen1. The publication "Refuse Collect~on \ 
\, .. 
" Practice" published by the APtnIA, 1966, documents the results -- . 
of time· ··studies and observation~,·. page 196--202, in ·.sever.al ,,----·-·-. -~-..;._...~~.--·~, ·--:;.-: '. ...... ~ .... . --·····-----~·-.:..·.,.,_,._. " ........ ,._ ............ ·•·'. 
. 
. . ~--·· ' 
. J)cormnuni ties for the development of collection costs and. '; ____ :~~- -~-·--~-------·~;--'-c-s-~-------
' • ·• J 
. ' I . 
' . . 
...... ... ~-···~------·---·- .... -- ........ ,. '~ .... ·--. ·-'·-- -~··.......,.__...__ .. ..__.;~·-·-·:""·---··-··--·- •- .. -
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. 
· .":·.·· :··:,. retuse col1ection systems.· A p1annirig procedlll'e ia tound 
' --
- --- on pages 437=495e Their results may be used in the 
, __ 
. . ; _ _:_. ___ ~ - . .. development o~ cost i'igµres if the particular situation 
. '' 
., 
fits their data • 
. - These are several examples ·or ·the attempts ·to docuJ11ent 
.. 
some type of formulation needed to generate a satisfacto17 
cost :ractor. Their main problem is the attempt-to relate 
the. end cost achieved to some sort or numerical base. This 
thesi-s tries to avoid relating th~·results of the algorithm 
to any specific constant. However, a total overall cost, 
a cost per capita and a cost per ton to collect may be 
developed 'l?Y · individual communities. Each connmmi ty is 
dif'f erent and thus_ will have a varying result tor each 
,-
of the above factors. Dependent upon their population 
density and road mileage, different'fa.ctors will appear • 
. 
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· EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE .. ' ,•, 
I 
In ord~r to determine.:-co,mmmity--coiieet-ion costs---ancl--------=----~~~_____.~:----- · 
to make n1eaningft1.l comparisons among comm.uni ties, a 
-
-.,--- ·· - standard method -is required. The follotdng form, Exhibit 
~~.I .d t·r· th it h ·t . t·· d 11 t· 
-~-------- ~ 
'------,___ , 1 en 1 1es e commun y c arac eris ics an co ec ion ___ ~ 
factors common to all communities used in the algorithm. 
The first six (__6) listed items on the form describe the 
physical and pppulation characteristics of the community 
and should be available from the normal operat-ing re·cords 
of any taxing unit. 
It,is the underlying assumption o-f this thesis, regard-
. less of the ultimate disposal :method, that is is possible 
to get a reasonable approxi_mate cost of collection :for a 
conmnm.ity ·rrom; (a) the key values 1 through 6, and -(b) · 
the existing (or planned) equipment and system characteris- -
ti·cs J, through 14. The key values are specific for ·each 
· community and serve as a point ot: departure tor the pre-
diction method developed. 
The following six ( 6) items as listed in Exhibit 1 




---- ·- -·- ____ _. ___________ ..... __ ;. -.·- ~·--·--------· 
-------------------· __,___ 
.: a.i-e-aerined' as tcillows: 




· ·- -- - ~----~--::·--._~---~name is defined as· a ·meaningful definition of the service 
area. It defines the politic al li~i ts iii thin vJhich the· ---'-' -----·---·-· --·---·-"··-" ..... " 
"" 
-~ .- .. · _ · ......... , ... ·collection cost is.~~--?~ c.~i~~~.ted.- Th~ _lim!t8 of t4e i.:. ·. ' . '. • - - - -~ . ·, -·- ' . . '-------, .. - ..... -.--. .....-,'--·---~~--1-......_-•-·-~--- , 
collection area are further ,.defined in .. this thesi,s to mean 
. . . 
' ' 
. 
-- • - - .. ,,-. ~--, .. _ -- ; ___ . ·-..... ----·-·-:-- - ----· ..:.·.---- .. ,, -... ·- ·-·--·-"!"'•'"-:--·;···-· ~-=..:-----,...;c,,. ______ ,_,_,._ .. _.'., ..... 
. --4-- -- ______ :._, __ .";··- , .••• ~-····,c.-~··•'· •--·"····-~-----------~---.--------·-·--··-----~- _.,;.-,~. ·- --~---~-·-,--.e->-=-.--,---·-··:·- -- ·- --·-.-~--·--"""'""...,_ 
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. EX H I B I T · i ----c~ 
.,,. • I' ' ' 
. 
SOLID WASTS COLLECTION TIME/COST FORMULA 
1. Name 2. Population 
------------ -------------
3~ Building Units .4. Road Mileage 
------- ------------
5. No. Collections/week 6. Avg. Dist. to Dispo 
--===-==- ---------
_ (\Veight"J - .- ;;-== ii 
·------.. -- - -·-----'-·-•-- .. --Packer-Truck Siz.e-. -~--cu .• yd. 8. Packer (Compression) #/cu.yd. 
---
, 
. . . ~ -. ' ' . 
. ' 
~, ..... . 
.. 9. Loaders/packer 10. Type Disposal 
-----------
-11. Yearly Cost Coll. Disp. 12. Generation Figure #/cap/day 
----
• 




A. PopulatiQn . #2 
Dwellings ·= People/unit= # 3 = = 
B. People/unit x #/person/day x 7 = 
Collections/w~ek 
#refuse/unit/week (see Chart I= 
--#5 #5 
,, 
c. Packer truck volume (1 bs) (see Chart I.I from 117, 8 or actual 
D. Total #/truck C 
. ~#/unit - No • stops/ load = i = -
E. Bui 1 din-g units Units/side of road #3 - - - -- -Road mileage X 2 #4 X 2 
F. - 5,280' 
Units/side of rpad = Feet between units= s,~so• = 
S 2 80' · 
' = 
G. ·Select time to service stop from.Chart III based bn F = 
time C x G 
------·~·-·· 
H •. Total #/truck x service 
#/unit ·x 60 x #9 = Hours/load -- BX 60 X #9 ~-~-~~= 
I. ~uilding units_ N b 



















----------------------·---------- - -------- ---------·---- -
. ~- K. Miles tO-disp~-- site fro·m-- center -o·f--co~il. ·area x ·2 x 3 min ./mi •. -x · ... , ....... . 
No. trips= Transport Hours.= #6 x 6 x I= 
.. 
60 · - .-· ... ,,,. 
~ . 
_- ________ ---_L. Trip hours + transport hours + unload x trip·s = Total hours/we·ek = , -
J + K + 15 x I·= +. +· X .25 = 
60 
. M. Total hours/week x 52 = Tota-1 Time = · L x ·52 = -
= .Total cost---"o-f co.l.le-ct:ion =. L x It 13 = . -- . 
.... ..-' 
"'" .... -- . ! 
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1inder _the same control. The collection system may be 
-~---'---- -------- . f 
,_ 
----
----~- - -- -
·_ ·composed of from one to any number of routes, ~11 serviced 
by a single municipal sanitation a~partment, using the 
-
--
same equipment over the collection period·--- be it once, 
twice to five times a week. 
. 
·-, 2. The Pop~~tion ot. ~ Co~ty: The total-- n1mber 
of people that live withln the confines of the collection 
area. 
3. The Total Number of ~ui~ding Uni~s - is defined 
as a single house with one family to a multiple house with 
•partments equaling the tota~ possible stops a truck would 
to collect all solid waste generated 
.. 
by the popula tio~. 
4. The Total Ro~d Mileage of a Community·~ the total 
. ' road mileage of a community where building units appear. 
In some cases there may-be reason for deleting mileage. 
~or example, the collection procedure may involve alley 
. ·olle-ction-·-:wherein- the· collection truck may travel the 
.,---~---·-back- yards o-£ the building uni ts they se:rve, collect·ing---------
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., _c . 
. --· 
.. , ' . 
· · there are no· pickup points due· ·to the ch·are-cter of the 
·" - --- .. ' 
_ : , land- .,= farms., forests., parks 9 etc. This mileage may be . _ . 
' ... --·-----·---·---.....,--"'-~-t"'-•·"":,-·- - ·-·. 
\· ~ 
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. . . 
. ·'··manipulator w.lien he tinds Jio t~ck routing . along these . 
_roads. 
• • - •--' • I,;.... • •,-,....., 'r ~-, • 
-·-=-..;,_-• -
5~ The Total Number·or· Collections Per Week .. the 
-
.total number of collections per week affect the truck 
- -
carrying capability. As the number of collections per 
week increases the weight of refuse per stop decreases and 
the number o~ pickups possible per truck, per trip increases 
requiring fewer trips to the disposal site on a given day. 
Also, as the nllDlber or collections per week increases, 
r 
' 
it may be necessary to add trucks; thus increasing the 
total collection cost. 
6. A!er~g=~- Distance to the Dis12osal Si t_e - this dis-
tance adds to the total overall time of collection, as the 
. 
. 
distance incre_ases., as it is necessary to empty the truck 
when full a.n.d it takes a period of time to reach the dis-
posal site before unloading. 
" 






order to determine an estimated cost. Assumptions usually 
must be made for characteristics seven through £ourteen, 
~ 
which follow. However, there may be a number of the_s·e last 
characteristics.peculiar to local circU1Q.stances _that are 
. known. This knoii'ledge helps in the determinations of a · 
·more ···accurate -cost estimate-. 
. . 
. . .. 




These characteristics are det-ined as follows: _ , 
. - ,, ' ..... : - ,------ .... _, _____ ,-··-·- ----·- _, ____ • ·--:··------·- :··--.---~ ....... ............ - • -··-- of"-·-- -- •. . .' ··- •. ' ••. " • . - ., - .. 
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7 •· Packer Size - It is necessary to fix· the packer . 
,, 
. 
' - . 
· ---~ ', truck (the vehicle used to collect and transport solid 
0 
~ 
·waste)· s~_~e in cubic yards if one is owned by a eommunit7 ··· 





. . . 
.. 
.. 
or to assume a size if none is available. Packers run in · 
several sizes ·(16 to 24 cubic yargs)o Selection of packer 
.size is dependent upon the topography, road limitations, 
distance to travel between pickup points and several other 
factors; it may be necessary to simulate use of several . 
different sizes to determine-the minim.um costo The typical 
packer truck size used in the algorithm is 16 cubic yards. 
8. Packer Com111·,ession - vleight ~ - It is necessary to 
have the total weight handled by a packer truck in order 
to calculate the number of services a truck can handle. 
The weight ma7 be obtained from either of two so~ces. 
First, if the packer compression is known, the use of the 
appropriate line in Chart II 1t1ill give.; .. an approximate total 
load weighto Second, the weight handled may be obtained 
through the averaging or several actual truck weighings. 
II 
. 
9. Loaders/Packer -- It is necessar~to ?&termine the 
number of men who act as loaders on the packer truck, as the 
'time element required per pound of solid waste to load the 
" 
packer truck, is directly related·to the number of loaders 
. ~ 
available. 
t •• , ,.- r,... 
·' 
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7', '· 
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-i. 
i.· , 
as a land.till, an inciner·ator or transfer station. Truck 
unloading time may vary among the different types of dis-
.. ~· . ":_:f~·:( .. : I 




posal systems. A time or·.25 hours has been assumed on 
·- -------------- --------- - - -
' 
. . 
the average to unload a full compacto~ truck. This con-
stant is used in equation L. 
11. Yearly Cost - This .figure is usually availabl&--::-
for both collection and disposal it the manicipality con-
tracts or makes its omm collection. If avai~able, it 
-
~ 
should be used.only as a comparison figure for the results 
calculated. 
12. Generation Figure - A local figure or generation 
' 
· is required if total v1eight of: solid waste to be handled 
' 
- ·-·- -----·-·--· ·, 
\ 
. L. 
__ ,,-_:_ ,,.-· 
( 
is found. Through previous work in this area (Eastern 
Pennsylvania), this figure has bean calculated to be 
. 
approximately 2.5 pounds per person per day of household 
waste. See Chart I •. 
13. Packer Cost Per H our ~ This,. figure is needed to 
-1 
aeterniine the total cost of collection. Ir it is not 
.. available, a figure composed of the driver's hourly rate, 
the loader's hourly rate and. a .figure :for n1aintenance and 
gas and depreciation m~y be deve_loped as an assumption • 
:.... 
' 
See Appendix 1·; . 
.,, 
~ 14. Type or· Collectio~ - Check whether- ·the coll~ctio~ 
.is made by public agency, by .contract o~ a private contrac-
• 
-
.. - .. 
---·-------· 
---- - - ·------,_;._---- -- -
... 
' . 
. . . . 
.... - ..... ~:: ................ ~·-.............. .' .. --.:'.~-·.·-·-----· ----~·"-· --- .. ,·· -- . . " I). . ~ a . . ·-· -- -·-·· ________ ..,._ ·--~----~·--·-
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.. .,... ·~' .. 
With both the_ first six characteristics known and . ' ,~ • t •• , I• \'· .. ,.. 
-
. .- . ' 
-· 
. -- . ··-···-- -,----~ ... -· -·· .. - . -- ···-· -·· _ ....... - . characteristics seven through tourte~n--~etermined, it is · 
------- . 
-··· ·-- ----·-··possible to estimate an 8.pproximate cost"'-:r~r collection 
by the following procedure: 
. .. . - . --- - --- ··- . . . . .. - - ... 
' A. -·The_po·pulation (# 2) is divided by the total build .. 
ing units (# 3) to determine the average number of ·gen-
erators per unit (A). 
B. The generators per building unit (A} is divided by 
.. 
·the number of collections desired per week(# 5) and multi-
" '-· . ~
. II plied by t_he selected pounds per· person per day ( ff 12) times 
seven days to determine the total average poundage (B} 
per building unit collection. 
c. The total weight a packer .. truck can hold(# 8) is 
found by either the use of chart II, k~owing · ·the· compression 
and volume, or from the actual weight (C) as found by a 
... 




D. The total truck we.ight (C) divided··by- the calculated ' ·, - 4. ... 
-
· 
· r l 
_ . _ . . . pounds per b~ilding unit per collection period (B) equals . ··,, ...... ,·~·-···· .... - .· ..... ~ .... ·.,..,. .............. ,...__..__ ......... ~ .... -- . .,_·. ·~ .. ·-·-·· __ ... ,,.,..... . 
. . '-~ 
.1" ... ~ ...... .,. ..... 
-
the number of stops per truck load or the total number of -
' 
' 
stops tD) possible_betore the truck.is filled. 
E. The to:tal number ot building .units (.~):l diyide_d :bt .-
the total road mileage (4) times two (building tmits exist 
I 
• 
on both sides of a road) equals the ~otal n1.m1ber of. building 
• ···-···-·· ... - ... ·-·- -- -·· _.,.J.. ... _ . 
' . 
-·-·· 
. i . . ~'. .· 
\.": 
' 1 ·,;,, ;:. , ~.I • 
.-. . . . . ... _~its · ( E) . p_er mile or-·, road.. _ ' . ..... l • ' (J • ~ '\. ' • I ••• •••--•~,..._1,;~,,, .. _..., ••• t.~-~••-'-'•<"j.' • • 1 ' • 
,---''"·'·.••·· :'•,-·•·-- .. ···•r·~'·••'•-·•-·••· .. \<,,, •. _. •.. •·· , .... - .............. _ ..... -'--··., .. .._" I" .. , , .. . 
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. . c:~.:mfflil:t tslli !11:::mittll • .. wrri• · · 1 it a 1 • a .. 1 ;l · ;, , · 
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. . 21a., EXHIBIT 2 
· SOLID WASTE COLLECTION Tl~1E/C0ST FORMULA 
1. Name 









~opulation !6SO · 
Road ~ti l eage ~06 
Avg. Disto to Dispo /0 
I IHI I :I 
c,ve1ght) /~'d?'oo"·*"*y 
---7. Packer-Truck Size lb· cu.yd. 8. Packer (Compression) #/cu.yd. 
9. Loaders/packer· 2 10. Type Disposal r z.-5--0-· o---.-,-$-0-0 -----------
11. Yearly Cost Coll~ Dispo 12. Generation Figure · #/cap/day 
~ ----
13. Packer cost/hr. Esr 8 f:!!- 14. 'l'ype Coll: Public Contract Pvt 
-
-- --~---~- ..... -----~~~
-~-. ,_ - ---- -
-----
-----
A. Population #2 










B. People/unit x #/person/day x 7 = 
Collect ions/week 1.;J 
L/7~ -· 
#refuse/unit/week (see Chart I)= tO = 
-
.. . "I OtJtJ . 
#S #S 
C. Packer truck volume (lbs) (see Chart II from #7,8 or actual weighi) · 
· ... D. Total #/truck . C 
#7unit a:: No. stops/load= 8 = 1qootJ 
t:.o 
E. Building units = 
Road mile ag·e x 2· Units/side
 of road= #3 #4 = = 2,4.3 ----X 2 
F. 5,280' 
-~~~--~-----Units/side of road - Feet between units
 5,280' =. E = 
~.e,x ~ 
s.,2so• = 







• , I 
G. Select time to servi~e stop from Chart III based on F = /.89 
I 
I . 
H. Total #/truck x service time. / C x G. ·1~t1oOK.t89 





' (,o '(,o 'I ' z 
.... ~ •. Building units.· #3. L/7/ 
· · ... ______ 
r, = ·Number of. trips = 0 = , co = 2. 7 No. st6ps,load ~ ~~> ! . .- ...... - -"·••'· •-•• ~ . .,... . ........ ~, ..• ,.,C.-~ ....... ~,·-o.•-•·j,~- •, ' 4; ' ,· 1-r, . 
..... · ...... J. ... N111llbor trips x Hrs/load • Trip Hrs. = I x H "' Z.. 7 x 2.b ·::: 7.0~ . 
. 
'I 
K~ Miles to disp. site from center of collo area'·x 2 x 3 min./mi. x 
0 No '9 trips ·= Transp·ort Hours = · 116 x 6 x I. = /.o,,fi-$;·()· 3 
· 
-60 . . . 
• 
u'1 
- · L.· Trip hours+ tiansport hours+ unload x trips= Total hours/week= 





.... 60 · :. 
· M~ · Total hours/wee.k x 52· a T-~tal. Time • L x S2 -= 8,tJX 52-
·/, 
:: //, it. . . 
-=======~======-
.. , -· - ··. ' 
"' 
N. Total time x Cost/hour 3. Total cost of collection~ L x #13 = 
·t r"\ ~ 
.. 
' (l 
~-'-------------· ----------m::;-;~=-----=--=·...,...,. .  "''""""'""' .......... '""'c"'-.-......... -=--~-'"="-'."'"'""'_. _'"":""_-,.., __':"""'"_,-.,,, . _=~~· ~-----~~"'.:"""--:':""'·--~-~- ... ·- .... · ... ,........,, 
...... , ... 'I 
. ~ 
·~ ... -........... 
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. ' . 
. . 
. . .. ,, ··~' ,., . 
" 
0 
F. The total building 1Jni ts per mile of road (E) 
. - ' . ' 
. . . 
·· ·divided into 59 280 ~eet per mile gives the total ntunber 
.. of feet (F) between pickups·. 
- .. / ', . ·.~ ·-.) 
-...~----· 
- . 
- ' ' 
G. A time per pickup (G) is determined from Appendix - --
B . ( Chart III) · based upon the answer given in F. 
H. The total poundage per truck load (C) times the 
service time per stop ( G l d·i vided by the pounds per build-
ing unit {B) times 60 minutes per hour times · the number 
or loaders per packer (#9) equals the total time in hours 
·--
:J (H) required to load a packer. 
... 
I. Tl;l.e total building un~ts (#3) divided by·the 
number of stops per load {D) equals the total number of_ 
trips (I) required. Round out to the next highest number. 
J. The number of trips (I) times the houi~s per load 
(H) equals the total number of trip hours (J) required 
to load all the col1ection area. 
K. The average miles to the disposal site (#6) from. 
'(' . ~ . 
·the center of the collection area times two (round trip 
mileage) times an average of 20 mph or 3 minutes per mile 
-. ,, - ,., . ~·,__ .. , ..... - . .,. ., " -• ·-·'· ·. ,_ ... ·-· - . 
• '•, I 




·times the'number of trips calculated (I) to collect the 
·~---~-----· 
area equal the total number 0£ transport hours (K) to the 
-disposal site. 
L. The total trip hours (J) plus the tot·a~ transport 
. ' .... - ....... . 
hours (K) plus the number of trips . (I) times a fac~or ot .25. 
'•> .: , 
' ' hours ·(required to unload) eqU:als.the total hours (L) require~$ 
I -
--~-·~ -·---· .,., "'"--=~- .... ----..--. • .... ·, .. . .. -- ., 
' · .. , .... '. '·· 
. ' ' ,'" ~ ' .. 
t 
' ss,-..,,....-, ... C""'i'""' "-·,~. " _/ ·,;·'//_}-·_.·_-~_,;·_~·-~·'.:-::t~~,"~=-'.~--:',·::-~-.-:.-~-/--.~- .. ·._,, ''".''. ·,.· =· ::-;~ 
. ' .. -...~ --' '· ' '·' - ··-··· -· 
·.:·.\.-:.,,-.:··;:.··,:,_;_.-- . _.-,,.·.,,:;.·· .... ;·_'·-. .'_c:-,:. L',,·:.;.,:\,,,_ ,-,.,_ ",,'.' - - :.:·-.':-:;-;....-·; ::.··~·: 1·:;,• ·;•,,·: .... ', •• .-I.'.'·;,,: 
' . 
. ' - ... ' ~ -,- ·• .. - - . 
·--- :.:. 
' _-, 
',.41,,.,, .,,,,a., .• ]. , 
. ' 
r 
,to collect the solid waste ·rrom the area. 
The total hours (L) time.a 52 weeks/year equals the 
---· . ____ , ---~-
--total hours per year ( Iv!) to collect solid 1r1aste. 
N. The total hours (M) required to collect_ times the 
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SOURCES OF INFORM'.ATION FOR COST FORMULA 
The inforxnation for the physical and population 
characteristics of a com.m.unity~ # 1 through # 6, must be 
obtained before any algorithm manipulation can be made. 
• I 
To obtain ~the data necessar:1----to fill out the form9 E*ibit·-
1, .it was necessary to contact several sources. For the 
purpose~ of the thesis the information for-physical-and 
. 
population charac teristics 9 # ·1 through# 6, were obtaine~· 
in the following n,ia.nner fzaom the sources documented • 
Item 1. Tpe Communitz Name - · The name ~f the coxmmmity 
or are,:.a whose collection cost is to be estimated. 
' ' 
Item 2. The PoEulatio~ - The population may be obtained 
from ·a number ot sources, among them are the u.s. Census, 
School Districts, Local Planning Boards and some State· 
, 
_ H ighway Departments ( who· use it tor the reimbursement ot 
state funds for road work) • 
Item 3. ~ui;Lding ~pi ts - A count of th~ building. u..n1ts 
,fl,, • ... • ~. ~ 
. , .. 'P . 
·may be obtained from the n1unicipali ty tax recorfls, - pla nning 
. ,., ', 
' '' ·' 
- ·.·-·,· ----"-~--.~-- -- .... ·-·. 
repo~ts or from a local utility such as the telephone 
. ,, . -·- .. ,. -· .. ,~.·~=-·-· -·-• .. ~·- ·--·-·· ......... '··,·-. 
. , 
company 9 gas company. or ele,ctrical power 0010.pany. 
_· Item 4. Road_ !Vlilerage - :.rhe total ro.ad mileage 1nc1uding · 
. , · · .. bbtbl1local 11.i.~d stater roads may be .obtained from the munici-
·, 
. . ··- .. :-::·--.-:- , .. 
pal records (the Engineers Office) or the State Highway . 
Department •. . ·' 'f--:---·--
··-~ f·<·- ... 
• • ,- " J • .:._ ••• :,, ' -
-
_, ·. '. :---·-·------- • • -- • -- ~, -• __ · •. ',, --.·.·-_ .. _ . ·-.1.~----, '• •,, L' '- ••:: ... --..!.~--··- .......... _. .. ---<Mo•--~-.:._ __ .-·-.. -.. ---~ ... .,,...--..---. , •---<~--- -., • • 
·t -·---···-···· ····· -- ..... --~-------·-·-· -- . 
..-,• ", I• 
,, . 
." 
. '\,. ' 
·- .•, 
.,... ' .·, ,· · . 
.. ·, ... . : .. Y- .. ' 
. . 
.... ·- - ----··-··.---·-·"--.' - ·,:.·_. ..·• '---~-
. ·~.. ~ ' ... 
' ' ' . ·•· ·. ''- ·~-- . ' . ' ~ ... . ·-·: - ~. -
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.. 
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t 
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' 
·- _ ... , • - ,,,~- .~-· :--- ,- .- ,, _,.'' • 'J • ' 
' .. : ~ 
. ~ ~ ,, 
..... -- - .. ------. ' -- ------·--·---·---~-L--- -·--- - . .. . - . - --· .... 
' ' ' 
, I ' • 
Item·5. Number or Collections Per Week - The.number 
or collections per ~Yeelt may be obtained through personal 
---- ---.. ·····---·· '' " 
._, .. ( .1c.• 
contact with community officials or assumed. 
Item 6. Avera~e Distance to Dis:e2s~! Site - This 
s t·Sllce -_may ~-b·e- ·obtained from -1ocal cormnu.ni ty officials 
or· by finding the nearest site to .which refuse is taken 
,, 
' -, ,.:, 
~d ass11.ming a center. point ot the comm.unity and measuring 
the mileage. 
All or the above information may be found to some 
degree in all communities by personal contact with the 
.. 
, . oommunity public officials. It has proven somewhat diffi-
cult in the smaller community to find an-official who 
knew the answers to every question; thus, it was necessary 
to contact several people to complete the data required. 
,. 
·"! ,_,_ .. ~ 
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" RESULTS 
. I ' 
. ' . 
' ~. p ' • -
•. .. --·- ' .·• ....• 
~ ' . . 
. ~-
~-. ,...._, ,_,._...; :--- f 1
1
,"
1 :··~·-,:: ,,:, , "---· •'-•~~~.,..\'6..._,..;..:.,:-... •, :,----,--,a•···,•· ' 
. : . 
'\• ' 
' ~ ' . 
,\. 
.. 
. \ ~ ' ' 
,,.,,-i.' 1. In all cost estimating, the general rule is to be 
-as accurate, a·s the si-tua tions d·emand. The observed di.fi'er-
ences of·total cost results cannot really be made ·the 
.. subject of rigorous statistical ·examination· -because--there 
is no previous experience. However, this thesis·is 
~ exploratory in na~ure, and the results do indicate that 
the algorithm can, in fact, be useful. 
' 2. The algorithm has been applied to 20 cormmmities, 
of.less than 11,009 population, using o:nly the first six 
;- characteristics as known inputs. The same basic parameters 
I . 
(characteristics seven through fourteen) have been used. 
. .J 
The algorithm results were found to be-within plus or minus 
20'6 accuracy in 1 7 of 20 cases { See Table 1 , abridged .. 
and Table 2. ) 
\ 3. The algo:ri thm as developed and presented seems to . 
be a satisfactory procedure for the developra.ent ot an 
approximation of an overall cost fo~r ·a comm.unity solid 
' ' -- -- . -.- _..:.. . ~,.~-',--'----,··-...-,...--.-· ~_-.,..._ .. , f"',-~--···. .. --·;·. -· .. 
. 
. . 
- waste collection system. The procedure as set up is easil7 
handled on a local Qasis and the use or local kno~tedge 
,..,. . ' 
' '' 
. , :•~.,'I 
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_ should help refine the estimate and achieve a higher degree, --- · ·- -
-·------ -··--- ... --- --
. ,:, 
. ' . 
ot accuracy-._ 
- • .:1 
4. The data needed to apply the algorithm are avail• 
able, although often not easily .found •.. :Every commmiity 
•·• ••· •. -.. •·•-•• -••-«- ••1••• . ., ... ~ .. ·•••-•,-.-,.L,-•-·-••>-- • • -
f' 
"• has in_--its tiles or can .obtain the data neededo Personal 
• ! 
cont.act to evaluate characteristics 7-14.leads _to a sig• 
--· ----···-- ··--
. 
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. . 
niticant improvement. in the accuracy or the c·ost estimate. 
Calculations may be made iii thout sueh personal contact 
but may not reflect the accuracy w~ich might be obtained 
-through personal contact. 
$. The application of the algorithm has shown that 
. ··, 
some commun.ities have ignored several important costs. 
• I 
-- '!'his appears to indicate a lack of appreciatiQJl of a total 
cost system-and leads to the development ot misleading 
figures for the cost of operations. At this time there 
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COMMENTS ON RESULTS ,-
.. . 
The basic Sost taotorused, Number 13, which by a 
\" 
~change in its composition to··include or eZclude a cost,. 
influences the total cost outcome to a large degree. This 
; 
is demonstrated in several-instances where the thesis· 
algorithm using. the assumed data computes a cost that is 
over the actual budget figure reported. A check with the . 
/ I. . -
1 
oper.ating authorities indicates-, that the predicted . 
pack8r-truck cost per hour was b ased upon a cost figure · 
supplied by the community which did not take.maintenance 
of equipment into account.· After substituting the reported 
community cost per. hour figure, the thesis results vs. 
the actual reported costs resulted in a figure much eloser 
to the budget one. The community had taken only the wages 
ot the driver and loader and had ignored the truck 
maintenance costs. 
The neglect of considering equipment maintenance 
' '• 
~.Creates a false fiscal picture; indicating frequently, 




that a public collection system is a more economical 
method of' operation. 
~ -- -·-- . ~- --~-- -·- - ... ,_ - - ---- .. -
; 
.  ' 
·-· ·.:;. .. ,;,, __ , ___ :_, ______ -.---· .. .,... . ,, - .. There are illustrated (#19 aiid 120) two e~es of 
, ' 
ti,.~, . - ', 
·Private colle'!tions. In one, a single collection per week 
' ,.. 
·_ . r· .. 
. . 
is of.fared. Based upon the standard yearly tee, there ia .. , . · · 
rs: 
,, ... 
·ff notably large profit potential. In·the other, two 
. ........ ,,;·--·:· 
..... --·----------.............,.--, ,, 
·--.. ----------··--·--''~------collections per· wee.k a re offered. For the staridard a·rea ·, /',.,' 
L 
' . \ ' . 
. ' ~ ' 
. ,' 
-·-·-··-··· .:-.!.~: .. _. -~ ~- -- ---- - ' . . --:_.; -~ -. ····''. 
' ,,. ' .. -,, .. 
. .. ' 
't• ' 
.• 
, ------··; ' 
1. ·.· 
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' ,,, 
collection fee, a more 
the householder point 
. ·, .. 
29 •· I 
. .,,, .•.. 
reasonable profit potential (from 
of is possible. These figures 
have been confirmed and a.re pure conj~~ture based 
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. · ·CONCLUSIONS • ' J. ,, I• 
1 • It is possible to use the algorithm to estimate .. 
·- ·----- .. ~ .·' . -~ 
, :- - ,. ,-- -- - ..... -... · . .- .. ,. .. 
-
·total collection cost with-;'a reasonable degre~ ot -- -· . 
accura~y • 
2. The alg-0rithm may be used as a diagnostic tool 
-to point out peculiar _local practices in oommuni ty solid 
·.waste account-ing and collection procedures. This may 
.., 




3. The collection costs vary primarily by communitJ 
population densi,ty and road mileage and it is n~t feasible 
at this time to develop a standard cost per capita. 
4. No comparable research has been found against 
which to test the thesis ·~esults. 
. 5. The a.lgo:ri tbm may be used to test the cost effeo-
. 
·· tiveness of different methods and collection practices.· 
6. The procedure· as outlined is a tool that will 
---· ........ ____ .:__··,-~-u-.... ··-:---•ssi.st vinteres ted .. parties . in_ repro·ducing .. tbe . ex_periment 
, .... • • 
> ~ 
-
to~obtain data in their area. 
- ..... .-·~ .. , 
- . ·-~ ' 
- . _ .. 
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.FIELDS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
-
1. This stu ..dy has concerned itself with communities 
···· whose population iias ·below 11,000. Further. study should 
-
._ be undertaken in communities of larger populations to 
-· 
. determine the a-ttect that apartment type pickups will 
·have on the overall cost of collection. 
2. The thesis deals only with the collection of house-
,hold solid waste refuse. In most of the communities checked, 
.. 
r• 
a very minimum of cownercial waste was collected and no.· 
industrial 1ivaste -vra.s collected at all. Study of the affect· 
~ 
~hat larger amounts of: commercial waste would have on the 
. overall system should be made. 
3. Of the total solid waste problem of collection 
and disposal, this thesis has developed on1y a collecti·on 
. 
. 
procedure algorithm.~Collection costs represent approxi- -
mately 80% of the total disposal costs. D~sposal, however, 
( - ' ; 
is a-ivery important p-art of the total picture and should 
be c onsidere·d in. any future work because of.,, the potential 
enviromnental problem created by improper operations • 
,.,. . t 
. . ~ 
t ' 
·· 4. The study was conducted in tour o ounties and waste 
\ . . . 
·-·-·· -.--··-·--·-.. ----··-"-·-.. ~,,_:--.--~·-~--~ ... collection procedures ~ay differ from section to section. 
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Analysis of data obtained from other areas would be help• . - - . .-.. c:-< . ' ' .. ' . -. . . ' ·. ' 
tul in developing the overall ~alue of the ·algorithm •. __  
. 5. · No allowance has been · mad~ · in ·the algorithm . tor 
- . . .... ~ - --·-· -----·- _,._ .. , --~--·---- --·-,.;--·,·. ·- ... 
I • '/"• 
tcyick time to get to its route, return· to the ,·garage at the , 
, • , I 
. '' ..... 
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end ot the day or the inclusion. ot ea.ting lunch on the 
• 
route. These .factors may attect the ultimate 
should be considered in fur .. ther work. 
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PAOKER ... TRUCK COST/HO.UR JCHA~CT~RIS
1
TIC tl13) 
A pack.er-tzauck cost per hour factor has been developed 
tor use in the algorithm. The conmmnities tested were 
' .. 
selected on the basis or having .used public funds to either 
operate a public collection and disposal system or to con-
tz-act £or the disposal of waste through a private contractor. 
The algorithm was applied to 20 communities varying 
' ~ in populatio~ from 530 to \1,000 in):l.abitants. Both public 
and priv.ate collection t11ere included in the test communities. 
~ The cost per hour factor developed for the algorithm and 






$2.50 per hour 
2.25 per hqur 
· 1.50 per hour 
1 • 50 per hour 
. .. 
. Cost Factors 
Public Cclllection - 1 driver, 1 helper Private Collection - 1 dri~er, 1 helper 
. _PUblic Collection - 1 driver,·2.helpers Private Collection - 1 driver, 2 helpers 
'$6.25 per hour 
7.75 per hour 
a.50 per hour 
. 1 o.oo per hour 
', :• ., .,., ... 
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APPENDIX B 
SERVICE= __ S!Ql. TIME FORMULATION {CHARlCTERISTIO G) · 
Assumptions: 
' . 
' ' ', ~ ' ' 'I • '' ' ' ' 
. ·• ' . ~ " .. ' 
. .. 
·-·--···--------
- - _. - ' ' ~: ': -_: _---:~·.::-: --_ - . 
The compactor -truck -~j.ves down one lane of the road · 
· to be loaded from either side with 3.0 cans per picl.t1.lp point. 
"'-
-- -- -- .. .. -
:. •. 
:. \; . 
~ime St~dards: 
' -
Walking at regular pace or. 2.5-mph = 0.0046 min/ft. 
Walking· loaded at a pace of 2.0 mph = o.oo~l~ min/rt. 
Empty ean in.truck (Not:e 1) = Oo15 min/e_Q 
Compa@~tion time ( Note 1) _____ = 0.15 min/can 
Apply 10%. Fatigue and "lmavoidable d.elay · 5% Personal time 







Walk vJi th can to "truck 3 x 10' x Oo 0054 6, 
En1p·ty cans in compactor 3 x 0.15 . = Oo450 
~Talk empty back to storage 3 x 10' x 0.0054 = Oo 162 
Compaotor time 3 x 0.12 . = O.,J~O 
- Total 1.1 O 
Plus-10% (Fatigue, unavoidable time) 0.118 
Plus 5~·(Personal time) 1.298 0.065 
.... _.,. ----~ ~ · · Curbside pi.ckup t:otal · 1.363 
~ ,, ---
•· ·--- ..-.-.;,.,.,... ·---~ ~ ......... --· ,-~- ..... _ ... 





· Driving speed equals 20 mph or O •. ·00066 min. per i'oot. 
For collection distance between pickup point or over 
100' !) the helper must ride, therefo1~e, to the :time of 
1 .81 Dlinut~A\, add a factor of 0.07· for each 100 
additional feet. · .. " ...... · 
_ :B:zampl,e : 
' 
, 
10001 equals 900 1 x_o.07 plus 1.a1·equals 2·.4.3,m1nut·ea. 
' '· ,. 
'' 
· Data tor equation· is tound in a report of work in a ...... . 
study done by the Department Or Industrial Engineering, 
North Carolina St&te0 dated May 11 1 19649 o. A. Anderson, UJ.?,der PHS Grant 1 -D01·-u1-00050. . 
- --- --- - .- - - - -
-------. ---~ -
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Solid Waste Generation 
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5 6 7 
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8 I 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 
Total weight in 1ooq pounds 
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· · TABLE 1 (AJ3RIJ?G;ED) 
' ' 
. ' 
'. #2 ·#3 ' '#4 A M #11 .. '. 
-
-- Commu.ni ty Building Ro!td People Estimated Community Vari-" -
~ 
... Population um~ts Ivfilleaga Par Total Budgeted ~?'ACS .. 
...... , Unit Cost Coat ' ---- . - ----- - -··· 
' . 
. 
.. . . - - -
., ,, ,, '. 
' . . 




1,460 15 .. ---~ --2- - -- 444 7.0 3.37 4,670 4,000 + - ---, , 
-
-












4 1,S90 463 ·a • .3 3.43 4,600 4,000 1s + " - - . 
, 
" -. 













8 8,590 2,604 26.7 - 3.04 ·21,600 19,000 + 14 . ------- . 
,, 
I 




10 3,3.50 1,110 13.4 3.00 9,370 . 10,080 
- 7 
,, , . 
11 ~ 1,670. 479 a.5 3.50 4,470 4,000, + 12 ..... .. 
v{ 74S 211 4.6 3.50 2,330 1,800 + 29. 
; 
-
13 3,·170 992 115.2 ,. 3.20. 22,700 ·. j ~~:, !000 + 19 
' . 











1,150 16 370 5.7 2,830 2,800 ., 3.10 + 1 
• :' · . . ~ . 
-
. . . 
.. ~ .. 
~----·-·"·--··-
L.......- •. _, ______ ··---···---·-
·-----·---·------ . .,. -· ---·-- . -- -·-- -- _______ ,_ '"" ----------- --
---------------·----···- ····-. -·-· .. - - ·--·- --~---·---------·-· -·--· - -------
--- - --- -----
--- ··-····· -- ... - 1----·- --- ·- ... ---· ---- -----·-·- ·--·----·---·---·--···--- -- -- ·-- - - - - --·---·-- --·--- _____________ ,. - ---· ---- ---- ·-·----
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······, .. 18 1,180 3,536 .. ··--·· ..... _ -. ··-·--· ·-·-· -··. -·- -··-............. . - . ·360 ' 5.5 3.30 4--.000 ~ + 13 ..... . ·-·---·· ·- . I 
" 
- " . .. . £,§~o ... . ' 




20* 119·100 3,700 ·60o0 3o00 389 500 16.500 - 96 . ·, . S) 
- . 
_ . _ -~-~-.· ·---·--·-·--·---···---~-- r~i vat~ . ~9l.l.~c;.-~o-~, ... 11.Q ... ~ic1p.ality contrac.t. t.or . collecti.0:11_ ....... ·-:·,---·· --~--·~-:~-- ... 
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* Private operator not under contract 
+ 15 of the 20 samples fall between - 15% 
17 of the 20 samples fall between! 20% 
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Robert a•- Porter 
3018 Fischer Road 
Easton, Penna. 18042 
Date ot Birth - Decemb_e.r 1 , 1925 
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Name of Parents - Gertrude and George Porter 
Married~ 3 children 
Education - Summit High School • 1 944 r 
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-~. 
-~ .. ·· 
Employment-
6/50 9/56 Time Study Engin~e~ and Incentive· Supervi,sor 
Mack Printing Company9 Easton, Pa •. 
9/56 6/65 Sr. Industrial Engineer· 




6/6$ 1/68 Partne·r - McNeal & Porter, Consulting Engineers 
Civil and Industrial Engineers · . 
7/67 _ prese~t Solid 1iaste Project Coordinator 
• 
Tocks Island Regional Advisory Council 
Stroudsburg, Penna. / _ ___,,-
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